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Modern concepts of the application of power
technology in space believe in using an onboard source
of energy for maintenance of self-transportation of the
vehicle into working geosynchronous orbit (GEO). This
can result in reduction of the cost of all installation
and the number of rocket starts.

Here we present several conceptual projects of
nuclear power installations. Power units developed with
IPPE's participation are intended for long term supply
of electricity to the vehicle in GEO and to maintain
self-transportation of capabilities.

Considered units include a tiny, fast neutron
nuclear reactor, radiation shield, control system,
cooling system (radiator) and power conversion system.
Additionally, they must also include a rocket engine to
maintain the dual-mode regime. This may be an
electric - stationary ion jet (with Xe as working body)
and a thermal engine such as hybrid or NRE.

There are three more prospective systems as
follows:

- gas cooled nuclear reactor with hybrid thermal
engine and machine power converter;

- nuclear reactor cooled by liquid metal and with a
thermoelectric power generating system;

- nuclear reactor with Li cooling and a thermionic
and thermoelectric power generator on board.

All considered schemes have two thermal circuits
and use thermal pipes in the radiator. Two final concepts
are based on a Xe electric jet; these differ from first
concept by having a lower working body mass but a
longer transportation period from basic orbit into GEO.

The choice of a concept must fit strong
requirements such as:

- space nuclear power unit is aimed to be used in a
powerful mission;

- space power unit must be able to maintain the
dual - mode regime of vehicle operation (self -
transportation and long life in GEO);

- nuclear rector of unit must be safety and it must
be designed in such a way that it will ensure mini-
mum size of the complete system;

- the elements of the considered technology can be
used for the creation of NPPI and with other
sources of heat (for example, radioisotope);

- the degree of technical and technological readi-
ness of units of the thermal and power circuit of
installation is estimated to be high and is defined
by a number of technological developments in air,
space and nuclear branches;

- nuclear reactor and heat transfer equipment should
work in a normal mode, which can be very reli-
ably confirmed for other high-temperature nuclear
systems;

- if used, the gaseous turbine must be designed not
only for nuclear application;

- radiation shielding criteria are to comply with re-
quirements for allowable levels of neutron and
photon irradiation on an instrument compartment
of a space vehicle (SV) fluence of neutrons with
E> 0.1 MeV -10 neutr/cm ; the absorbed dose
of photons - 10 R.

The systematic approach to configuration of the
reactor - power generating block and application of
some other approaches have allowed us to supply
acceptable weights of the entire system, including
weight of the reactor, shield and systems of heat
conversion. The application of technologies taking
place in a high degree of readiness allows us to plan
the creation of such an installation in the near fiiture at
a rather low cost.
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